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Welcome to SpaceFinder BC! 

BC Alliance for Arts + Culture thanks you for your interest in using SpaceFinder BC to find your 

BC creative spaces. 

We’ve prepared this toolkit to equip prospective and current renters with the information and 

resources they need to get the most out of engaging with SpaceFinder BC.  

This free-to-use online tool will help connect you to creative spaces in BC (and beyond) to meet 

your needs, whether you are looking locally or planning something on the move. 

So start connecting, and start booking! 
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What is SpaceFinder BC? 
 

The Details: 
 
The SpaceFinder platform is developed by Fractured Atlas, a US-based not-for-profit arts group 
whose mission is to remove barriers to creative production. First launched and successfully 
adopted in the US, the online tool has since been brought to Canada under the organizational 
support of  ArtsBuild Ontario (ABO). ABO is a Toronto-based non-profit arts service organization 
that provides organizations with training, tools and resources that support the development 
and management of creative spaces.    
 
Already successfully launched in Alberta, Ontario and Manitoba, SpaceFinder is now available to 
the entire province of British Columbia under the management of the BC Alliance for Arts + 
Culture, the province’s leading resource to the arts, culture and heritage community. Since 
1998, the Alliance has advocated for our sector by monitoring public policy, aggregating 
information, providing support and services, and representing the interests of artists and 
cultural workers. 
 
Initially launched on Sept. 15, 2016 with service to the Lower Mainland, SpaceFinder BC is now 
expanding its reach to benefit every region of the province. 
 
How it Works: 
 

The SpaceFinder BC website operates as an online listing and booking tool. Venues who have 
registered with SpaceFinder BC list their available space(s) on the site. 
Renters are able to browse these listings at spacefinderbc.org/spaces to find the space that fits 

their needs using over 160 search criteria. 

 

If the venue has enabled booking through the site, the entire booking transaction may be 

completed via spacefinderbc.org. If not, the renter may then redirect themselves to the 

provided venue contact information to complete the rental process. 

To use SpaceFinder BC as a renter, there is no need to create an account, and there are 

absolutely no fees involved.  

The following section will outline the search process for renters in greater detail. 

  

https://www.fracturedatlas.org/
https://www.fracturedatlas.org/site/spacefinder
https://www.fracturedatlas.org/site/spacefinder
http://www.artsbuildontario.ca/
http://www.allianceforarts.com/
http://www.allianceforarts.com/
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/sports-culture/arts-culture/creative-economy/spacefinder
http://bc.spacefinder.org/spaces
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Searching for Space 
Let’s get started! 

▪ Head to the SpaceFinder BC main page at http:www.spacefinderbc.org and use the 

pull-down menus to run a quick search in your area. 

 

 
 

▪ Want to browse or conduct a more detailed search? Click ‘Skip This’ and conduct a 

search directly from the SpaceFinder BC directory.  

▪ You can search by discipline/use as well as rate, location, size, accessibility and 

more. There are over 160 search criteria to help you find the right space for your 

needs! 

 

 

 
 

http://bc.spacefinder.org/
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What Kinds of Spaces are on SpaceFinder BC? 
The great thing about SpaceFinder BC is how inclusive it is. It’s all about helping underutilized 

spaces open themselves up to new revenue through the facilitation of access. In this way, 

almost any space can become a Creative Space! 

Examples of venues, organizations and other spaces on SpaceFinder BC include: 

▪ Community Centres 

▪ Parks Field Houses 

▪ Faith Centres 

▪ Cultural Centres 

▪ Libraries 

▪ Schools & Related Facilities 

▪ Rehearsal Spaces 

▪ Recording Studios 

▪ Special Event Venues 

▪ Shared Work Spaces 

▪ Music Venues 

▪ Dance Studios 

▪ Theatres 

▪ Stages 

▪ Independent Cinemas 

▪ Outdoor Spaces (private or with 

permits) 

▪ Photo/film shoot spaces 

▪ Bookshops 

▪ Arts Cafes 

▪ Gathering Places 

▪ …add your own! 

 

How Can I Grow the SpaceFinder BC Network? 
Like what you see, but want to see more? A diverse and high quality rental selection is directly 

dependant on the amount of registered spaces. The network is never finished growing. Help 

make it happen by spreading the word about SpaceFinder BC! 

Word of Mouth 

If you know of some quality creative spaces that should be on SpaceFinder BC, tell them about 

it! The more venues and under-utilized spaces register with SpaceFinder BC, the greater the 

benefits to everyone. Recommendations from people like you are a credible and valued source 

of information from venues who should be benefitting from the service. 

From venues earning revenue to increasing your range of choice as a renter, growing the 

network is the only way to cultivate a first-class pool of rental spaces in every price range, for 

every need. 

New and interested venues can download the Toolkit for Venues on the BC Alliance for Arts + 

Culture website, along with numerous other resources! 

Use Social Media 

Social media has tremendous reach, and you are a key influencer! 
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Let’s get connected – find and follow us @spacefinderbc on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. 

We post regularly on new venues, along with relevant events, workshops and more. 

These icons link directly to the SpaceFinder BC accounts, and the SpaceFinder BC main page. 

 

Did you successfully rent a space you found via SpaceFinder BC? Tag us @spacefinderbc (and 

the venue) in your social media.  

When tagging the service, we recommend using consistent tagging across your social media 

accounts to get the word out.  

▪ Use @spacefinderbc across all accounts;   

▪ Use the #spacefinderbc and #bccreativespaces hashtags; 

▪ Use relevant sector tags like #bcarts, #bcartists, #bcdance #bcmusic etc. 

Some suggested shares include: 

▪ If you find and use a SpaceFinder BC creative space, share the news on your social media 

accounts! We’ll give you and the venue a shout-out. 

▪ Showcase photos of the space, and tag us in them @spacefinderbc. We’d love to share 

them! 

▪ Like, tag and follow @spacefinderbc on social media to help refer people back to the 

service and help grow a quality pool of creative spaces. 

Print Materials 

Want to share the word about SpaceFinder BC with other printed media? Let us know! Email us 

at spacefinderbc@allianceforarts.com and we’ll send you a package of materials.  

 

You can also download and print postcard and letter-sized poster files on the BC Alliance for 

Arts website! 

Useful Links 
To use and to share: 

 
▪ Main search page: spacefinderbc.org 
▪ Current BC Listings: http://bc.spacefinder.org/spaces 
▪ BC Alliance for Arts + Culture’s SpaceFinder BC page: 

http://www.allianceforarts.com/spacefinderbc/ 
▪ Further resources and FAQs: SpaceFinder Knowledge Base 

  

mailto:spacefinderbc@allianceforarts.com
http://bc.spacefinder.org/
http://bc.spacefinder.org/spaces
http://www.allianceforarts.com/spacefinderbc/
https://www.fracturedatlas.org/site/knowledgebase/topic/SpaceFinder
https://www.facebook.com/spacefinderbc/
https://twitter.com/spacefinderbc
https://www.instagram.com/spacefinderbc/
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FAQs for Renters 

▪ Where do I start? 

Not sure where to begin? As the “home” of SpaceFinder BC, the BC Alliance for Arts + 
Culture is here to help. We can provide general guidance to get you started on your search. 
Contact us here: 

Email: spacefinderbc@allianceforarts.com 

Phone: (604) 681 – 3535  

▪ Whom do I contact about renting a space? 

Found something you are interested in? It is best to contact a venue directly. Each space 
listing specifies a venues’ preferred method of contact so you know how to get the 
speediest response. 

 
▪ Is there a fee to book a space through SpaceFinder? 

Nope! There is no fee to book online. 
 
▪ How does the information about rentals stay up to date? 

Fractured Atlas approves all listings before they get published. They follow up with a venue 
when a website link is dead, or a renter message bounces. Every six months, venues are 
sent an email reminder to review their listing and update as needed. Calendars that show a 
space’s availability are automatically refreshed every day. If you see a listing that is 
inaccurate, please notify the Alliance at spacefinderbc@allianceforarts.com, and we will 
reach out to Fractured Atlas to resolve the issue.  

 
▪ Can you help me find affordable space? 

It’s hard to find affordable space, that’s why the BC Alliance for Arts + Culture worked to 
bring SpaceFinder to BC! The Alliance team does not act as a booking agent. 

 
In addition to filtering spaces by rental rates within your budget, understanding your 
options to qualify for non-profit or subsidized rates is a good place to start. 

 
For details, check out: Tips for Finding Affordable Space 
 
▪ How do I share a shortlist of spaces? 

Once you’ve run your search, you can save it. Following a search, select “save this search” 
above the map of results. Your search will be saved to the dashboard. You can also right-
click to copy the link and share it with your collaborators – such a great time saver! 

 
 

mailto:spacefinderbc@allianceforarts.com
mailto:spacefinderbc@allianceforarts.com
https://www.fracturedatlas.org/site/knowledgebase/tips-for-finding-affordable-space
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▪ How do I find a specific type of space or amenity if there isn’t a search filter for what I 
need? 

 
Keyword searching is a catchall tool for discovering new spaces based on super specific 
needs. A keyword search is helpful for finding a specific type of space, like “studio”, 
“outdoor” or “gallery”.  
Keyword is also useful or when looking for a specific type of amenity, like “3D-printer”, 
“piano” or “bar”. 
You can even get creative and search for keywords that connect you to spaces with a 
certain vibe, like “artist-friendly” or “corporate”. 
 

▪ I see there are lots of options to filter space, how can I sort my search results? 

Search results can be sorted (ascending or descending) by name, size, seating capacity, and 
distance from a specific location. All of these options are found on the footer of the search 
results map. 
You can also refine your search by using over 160 search criteria covering everything from 
floor type to lighting to in-house equipment! 

 
▪ The venue I want requires ‘proof of liability insurance’, what is that and how do I get it? 
 

General liability insurance covers you for damage to other people and other people’s stuff. 
If you kick a hole in the wall, or kick an audience member through a wall (accidentally, of 
course), this insurance will cover the cost.  
Many venues require general liability insurance to ensure renter claims won’t get charged 
to their own venue insurance policy. You’ll need to provide a Certificate of Insurance, also 
known as COI, listing the venue specifically as ‘additional insured.’ 

 
Are you covered? Alliance members access special rates: Insurance Resources 

For more general details, check out: When a Venue Requires Liability Insurance 

 

Contact 
Further questions? Have feedback to share? We want to hear from you! 

Contact spacefinderbc@allianceforarts.com for more information and one-on-one assistance. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.allianceforarts.com/group-insurance-program/
https://www.fracturedatlas.org/site/knowledgebase/when-a-venue-requires-liability-insurance
mailto:spacefinderbc@allianceforarts.com
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SpaceFinder BC is made possible through the local leadership of the BC Alliance for Arts + 
Culture in partnership with ArtsBuild Ontario and Fractured Atlas. 
 
Funding for the creation of SpaceFinder BC was provided by the Province of British Columbia 
and the Vancouver Foundation with additional support from the Society to Bridge Arts + 
Community, the Greater Vancouver Professional Theatre Alliance, Playwrights Theatre Centre, 
The Post at 750, and Vancouver Creative Space Society. The project would not have been 
possible without the support of the Government of Canada. 

 

                                                                

                                 

 

 


